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Row numbered
9.2.4.2 - add "X" in column for "OX-vehicle"
9.2.2.3.1
- add reference to note "h" for the two marked vehicle types;
- correct "entered into force" to "entered into service" - cf note "b";
- comment to this explanatory bracket: should perhaps be added whenever "registered" is referred to;
- change "after 30 June" to "as from 1 July" - cf notes "a", "d", "g";

If this last change is accepted a parallel change in "a", "b" (3 times), "c", "e" (twice) should be considered.

9.2.2.2 - note "a" is in our opinion now obsolete and could be deleted altogether.

The reference 9.2.3.1.2 in the model certificate in 9.1.3.5 is no longer completely relevant - perhaps would just 9.2.3.1 be more adequate.

Best regards
Lennart
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